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If you've ever watched us cover Hakuoki we've
touched on this quite a few times and it is
something that in no way is for everyone, but
most people find a little part of themselves that
is drawn into the stories of the bachelors and
can't help but become attached to them as a
result. Taking on the role of a samurai in the
Edo period, you'll get to live out the experiences
of a real samurai either as a high ranking
swordsman (up to level 90 in most cases) or as
a footsoldier (up to level 25). Both play styles
are enjoyable, especially when you cross swords
with some enemy types, though the footsoldier
experience is a little more vulnerable - with no
real way of protecting yourself from getting
killed and no chance of recovery. Another
aspect that is very important to Hakuoki is the
"Affinity" system. This function of the game
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allows you to import the data from the previous
releases, so you are not starting from scratch
with a fresh new character, which would no
doubt be frustrating. A lonely young student
Chizuru Otome is living at a hospital alone when
she meets a mysterious samurai who tells her to
come with him. She soon finds herself living
with him at a nearby temple, where she learns
of his past. The two soon enter a battle with
mysterious, powerful demons, who force them
to live together in a strange world. They must
explore this realm, and overcome the demons'
attacks, to learn more about the mysterious
history of the samurai and to prevent
themselves from being forced to marry each
other. A historical fantasy visual novel
developed by Media Factory, Hakuoki Kyoto
Winds provides an opportunity to explore the
multi-character and multi-plot story, with the
main character Chizuru being a modern-day
student trying to understand the past and her
heart torn between different men. In these high
school student-level romps, you'll meet 15
colorful characters, make your own choices, and
choose the fate of a helpless female who's
determined to protect the one she loves.
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oh. you should definitely do it if you can. you
can get the original version of the game cheap,
so i'd say get that then play the deluxe edition
until it gets too old. you can also download the
ps3 version for $5. both versions are super
cheap now. you can get hakuoki: vocaloid song
kanshasai for $7.99 on the ps store for the ps3.
click here for a list of platforms supported by
this release. hakuoki: kyoto winds is the sequel
to hakuoki: stories of the shinsengumi for the ps
vita. kyoto winds introduces the six new
bachelors who make up the second half of the
story. in kyoto winds, you control the six
remaining "bachelors" who have been freed
from their prison. you must discover the truth
behind the recent shinsengumi incident, which
took place in kyoto, by saving the former
shinsengumi members who were imprisoned at
the time. the series has a unique, actionoriented battle system where you must use a
variety of actions and techniques in battle to
control your movement and attacks. the
windows version of the game is only compatible
with the windows operating system. so which
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game should you go for? clearly the ps3 edition
is the most complete of the bunch, but that
said, hakuoki: kyoto winds is one of the more
accessible versions of the game, and the extra
fandisc scenes are pretty fun to play through
too. if you're after the ps vita experience, then
hakuoki: edo blossoms is the only version that's
actually available for that system, and it also
includes all the bonus scenes from kyoto winds
in a bundle too. both of these games are
available to buy in the us, europe and japan, so
you shouldn't have any problems getting your
hands on them. the main differences you'll
notice between these three versions are the
plot, the characters, and the bonus content.
kyoto winds on the ps3 and ps vita has the most
in common, but kyoto winds on the ps vita (and
all other platforms) is missing the extra fandisc
scenes that appear in both the ps3 and ps vita
versions of edo blossoms. kyoto winds deluxe
edition on the ps3 also includes the extra
fandiscs, so this is the most complete version of
the hakuoki saga, although it is more expensive
than the rest. 5ec8ef588b
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